As are many kinds of imagination, [in] the romantic imagination almost never exist a rock. It's only fog, music, evanescent visions of Nordic countries, Valkyrias, everything is completely musical. This is also very clear in my mustache, because my mustache is the contrary of the mustache of Frederick
Nietzsche.
-Salvador Dalí 1 escribing the differences between Romantic and Surrealist aesthetics, Salvador Dalí, one of the most creative artists of the twentieth century, conjures up different functions for the human imagination, from the imprecise and transitory (evanescent fog, music) to well--defined, tangible forms (rocks). The fog, the point of departure for Roberto Sierra's Sch., gives rise to the primordial soup, the misty atmosphere from which a set of ten "musical images" moves onward, representing as much a continuity with Romantic aesthetics as an original creation promoted by contemporary audiovisual culture. While academics often presume the primacy of the visual over the musical, Sierra's Sch. provides a good example of a score acting as both a product and a source of audiovisual culture.
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Kielian--Gilbert. She agrees with Noel Carroll's point that it is a presumption to believe "that each art form has a distinctive medium, that the material cause, so to speak, of an art form-its medium-is also its essence (in the sense of its telos); that the essence of an art form-its medium-indicates, limits or dictates the style and/or content of the art form." 5 discussed the sensory and authorial dimensions that were added to Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms (1929) when it was visually interpreted through the choreography of Jirí Kylián (2004) . In considering possible interconnections between the visual and the sonic, the questions I am most interested in are: What kinds of operations are involved in the retrieval and manipulation of audiovisual content by a contemporary composer? What particular effects might they have on the end product, the score (expediency of information, ingenuity, multimediality)? How do we know that a score represents sounds alone and not (moving) images? To answer these questions, I first move retrospectively into the initial impetus behind Roberto Sierra's Sch., highlighting the pictorial and musical sources acquired by the composer during the creative process, and then I analyze the score as an audiovisual product.
Imagination and Resourcefulness…
As a word of Anglo--Norman origins, imagination is defined as "the power or capacity to form internal images of objects or situations not actually present to the senses, including remembered objects and situations, and those constructed by mentally combining or projecting images of previously experienced qualities, objects, and situations" (emphasis added). 7 Despite the literary origins of the term imagination circa 1174 and its extensive use throughout human life, the science of imagination has been understood (perhaps inadequately) as a recent academic phenomenon in fields such as neuroscience and psychology. Through describing different types (or functions) of the imagination, scholars have developed various theories that attempt to explain our human capacity to (a) place ourselves in an imagined past or future, that is, to engage in so--called time travel; (b) place ourselves in the positions of others, through pretense or mindreading; 8 and (c) place ourselves in alternative realities, including fictional story lines.
9 While imaginative positings partially explain the "creative genius" with respect to the inventive ways in which composers develop original music by recasting preexisting ideas or formulating new ones, restricting our explanation to such positings is too simplistic insofar as it ignores the aggregate power of material culture (including audiovisual culture) in eliciting and objectifying creative ideas. In studying the evolution of imagination, Steven Mithen argues that "material objects, social structures, ritualistic performances, acts of story--telling, and complex tools of modern humans are not, therefore, simply products of representations of our inner thoughts," but rather play an essential role in the affixation and propagation of ideas ready for further augmentation and transformation.
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He explains that imagination alone is insufficient to explain originality, and that modern humans have benefited from the compounding effects of tangible and intangible culture ignited approximately 50,000 years ago.
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One good concept for expressing the linkage between innovation and material culture is resourcefulness, that is, the human ability to make creative use of available resources, past and present, to leap forward in generative artistic tasks. I believe Roberto Sierra's Sch. provides a good example. From the appearance of sound film in the late 1920s 12 to the spread of communication outlets such as television and personal computers to today's video--enabled mobile phones, the immediacy of audiovisual culture has changed the way people navigate and manipulate content. Visual images often induce aural and musical associations, and vice versa. Roberto Sierra's Sch. can serve as a case study for the effects of multimedia technology in a twenty--first century composer's creative process and product that conjures up the imagination in historical and contemporary ways.
Genesis of Sch.
Roberto Sierra (1953- ) composed Sch. in 2010 over a period of four months. The work comprises a cycle of ten character pieces commissioned for Cornell University's Mayfest, an international chamber music festival organized annually by music faculty members Xak Bjerken and Miri Yampolsky. Bjerken had suggested an homage to Robert Schumann (1810-56) on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of his birth. 11 "I suspect that the answer [to the question: How is the human imagination able to create fantasy worlds?] lies with the use of external supports of human thinking-the objects of art, paintings, the rituals created after 50,000 years ago are not only the products of a new way of thinking, but also their source." Ibid, 49. As "external supports" to human imagination Mithen refers, for example, to the lion/man at Hohlenstein Stadel (40,000) and the bison/man at Chauvet Cave Paintings (30,000). As the sources indicate, there was an element of imaginative integration (animal+man) previously unknown to cognitive domains which Mithen termed "cognitive fluidity. " Ibid., [48] [49] [writing] about music" as a process akin to "dancing about architecture," Sierra reiterated that he didn't like to "talk too much about music." 20 Despite the music's nonprogrammatic objective, Sierra provided rich insights concerning the music and its creative trajectory, which highlighted the composer's resourcefulness in borrowing from existing literary, visual, and musical source materials to develop a novel, multifaceted musical score. Much of the inspirational content for Sch. comes from Schumann's compositions, which Sierra came upon while a piano student in Puerto Rico. 21 Sierra revisited this material by navigating and consuming content found on sites like YouTube, Spotify, and the IMSLP/Petrucci Music Library. (Figure 1 . Sierra's inspirational flow.) Painting also played a significant role in the genesis of Sch. Sierra, an aspiring visual artist in his early years, admired the work of Salvador Dalí for its ingenuity, technical skill, and uncompromising artistry. 22 Sierra had listened to a 1960s interview of Dalí by BBC reporter David Bryson on YouTube, set to a video that featured several Dalí paintings. 23 As previously noted, Dalí found Surrealist art superior to that of the Romantics, based on criteria of intelligibility, solidness, and imaginative extravagance. A notorious critic of both Romanticism and music for their lack of emotional precision, Dalí once issued a disapproving quote about "people who to express themselves need to start trembling or dance, or make noises or sounds as melodious as possible." He added: "I find it disastrous! And by the way, I have never met a musician who was moderately intelligent!" 24 21 "So I knew them as a child, or more specifically rather as a teenager. I learned [these pieces] in the piano, so that's when I first encountered these characters, as a teenager. By the way, the pictorial aspect, I may have mentioned this to you but originally before I wanted to do music and I wanted to be a painter. Did I mention that to you before?" Roberto Sierra, in conversation with the author, November 13, 2014. Whatever the contradictory relationship between Dalí and music may be, his dramatic statements on Romanticism captured Sierra's imagination, providing a springboard for Sch. The first movement, "Figuras en la Bruma" (Figures in the Fog), draws the atmospheric mist enunciated by Dalí and from which elusive elements emerge: a butterfly (papillon) in the melody suggesting a D major scale and Florestan's theme. In a less tonal approach, Sierra references the S--C--H motto (E♭--C--B) in the long bass notes of the second piano, underlying a recurrent rhythmic montuno figure, thus forming the "harmonic fog" that propels the storyline. 27 As a unifying device, S--C--H acts as a "triple--vision" As a result of technological and audiovisual advancements, scores that once depicted programmatic topics such as fancy balls and countryside shepherds may now embed elaborate cinematic practices that go well beyond the representation of sounds in a printed or digital score, perhaps calling for a redefinition of the terms "programmatic" and "character piece." As a whole, Sch. can be thought of as a complete storyline mixing adventure, comedy, and animation within ten suggested scenes: A pianist, off camera, improvises on a three--note pattern (the riddle), as if incessantly beating a rib bone extracted from a taxidermic specimen on a table. The music is awkward and mercurial.
Scene 3. "Estraña Flor" (Strange Flower)
Wide shot and fade out towards the beach EXT -TROPICAL FOREST -DAYTIME -CONTINUOUS ACTION A rather exotic flower is barely visible. The butterfly moves back and forth around the flower, enjoying its scent. Near the end, a horn calls (SFX: special sound effect) to announce the arrival of hunters.
Scene 4. "Montuno para Eusebius" (Montuno for Eusebius)
Wide shot and fade out EXT -PUERTO RICO -BEACH -DAYTIME Eusebius relishes his Caribbean retreat, sipping a piña colada while taking mental notes of salsa steps performed by nearby dancers. He becomes rather tipsy and excited. Intercut to Scene 2 and Schumann's score
INT -PIANO -SCHUMANN SCORE
Still in a state of disarray, the characters try to collect themselves. A pianist, off screen-as a flashback from Scene 2-repetitively beats a rhythmic motive in schizoid fashion. We hear both Schumann's Carnaval and Sierra's Sch.
Scene 9. "Ensueño" (Dreams)
Close up
EXT -SIERRA IN DREAM -SHADOWY BIRDS -NIGHTIME
In a dream--like state, Sierra reconciles all of the characters, scenes, and emotions into a fanciful musical tale.
Scene 10. "Despedida" (Farewell)
Fade out
EXT -PUERTO RICO -TROPICAL FOREST -FOG -TWILIGHT
Resolution. The fog reprises Scene 1, and the cast of characters bid farewell, marching away into the tropical forest.
In modeling a treatment (screenplay scene description) for Roberto Sierra's Sch., an interpreter may enter the mental chamber of the composer and more deeply access the emotional context and dynamic aspects of the music. Sierra himself often participates in his own scenes, providing a rather rich moment--to--moment account of the plot he is imagining. In similar fashion to Space Jam (1996) , 30 a live--action, animated, comedy film featuring Michael Jordan and Looney Toons, in the fourth and sixth movements Sierra directly engages with the fictional characters, creating and acting his own "musical animation":
I could not write Sch. without representation from these confederates [Davidsbündler or League of David]. In a totally irreverent state of mind, I decided to bring the sad and melancholic Eusebius on a vacation to the Caribbean, have him lie down on the beach and drink a Piña Colada while some salsa music plays along. The result is a bouncy and much more extrovert Eusebius, one that has changed in character, and that perhaps has learned some salsa steps. 31 As the composer's descriptive statement illustrates, the fourth movement, "Montuno para Eusebius," constitutes one of the most complete dramaturgical scenes of the entire work, further accentuated by eighteen bars of highly ethereal music ("Tiempo Suspendido," fifth movement), a segue to the mesmeric entrance of Florestan.
As noted, Sch. is populated by Schumann's literary--musical characters (Florestan, Eusebius, Master Raro, butterfly, flower), whose stories evolve as short anecdotes of increasing tension, creating a chronicle--musical cycle. Thus, one of the main animating principles of Sch. is narrative. Music narrativity, a compositional process explored by semiotician Eero Tarasti, involves the deployment of theme--actants whose musical utterances underlie a dramaturgic goal, set in a temporal organization. 32 Tarasti explains the significance of music narrativity to illuminate the "music--psychological mechanisms" motivating the "inner narrator" of a composition. Significant sonic designs evidencing "the nature of music as drama"-instruments, register, texture, motion, repetition, shifts, etc.-become visible not only through the music, but also upon investigation of historical documents. [Eusebius, Florestan, Raro] confederates," evidencing the stirring effect of transporting these "Germanic characters" (Example 1) to the Caribbean. The elaborate settings and developments that unfold result from Sierra's intense imaginative activity. Sierra brings Eusebius to the beach, where he has Eusebius "lie down" and "drink a Piña Colada." The scene is underscored by brisk diegetic salsa music (agitado), 35 which adds vitality and meaning to the action. Eusebius "changes in character" from "sad and melancholic" to a "bouncy and much more extrovert" personage, with periodic jolted entrances that are jerky and high--pitched (Example 2). Sierra's creation of a fundamental alteration in Eusebius's character may be a projection of himself or his desire to produce the same sort of shift in his listeners. He further signals this yearning in the following "scene" (fifth movement) marking the entrance of Florestan, who then asks for a similar psychological, "transformative experience":
Eusebius' euphoric gyrations end in exhaustion and the piece that follows, "Tiempo Suspendido" (Suspended Time) , is really what he needs: suspended time that gives Eusebius the opportunity to slow down. Meanwhile, Florestan makes his entrance and requests to also have a transformative experience. I take him late at night to a bar in old San Juan, and ask the bartender to serve him a few shots of rum, while a Bolero is playing in the background. This Bolero is not the one composed by Ravel, but rather one of those sad romantic Latin ballads that became popular during the 1950's. Florestan's extrovert character becomes melancholic, sad, heartbroken and almost depressed-in a melancholic state of mind he now ponders about how different things may have been, only if he would not have been so impulsive! 36
The grouping of conventional Puerto Rican cultural markers-a beach, piña colada, salsa music, a bar in San Juan, rum, a bolero-bespeaks a complex internal reference system with profound implications for a Latino composer working in the United States. Sierra is deeply attuned to the social boundaries impinging upon his music. Sierra calls attention to classical performers' general lack of competency in Latin (and even global) musical practices: "One of the things I dream about which I won't see, because it would take a long time, is when we have built--in traditions of musicians coming from our cultures understanding all of that [European and Latin American music] the same way." 37 In performance practice, European--and US--trained musicians take the time to understand and play Scarlatti's Spanish--infused Sonata in D major (K. 492), for example. 38 Yet the same standards and concern remain elusive for many performers coming upon non--European classical music. The motivation to fully apprehend the intricate musical and social implications of works featuring Latin American elements seem so often tenuous as a result of centuries of hierarchical cultural distinctions. 39 The pervasive admixture of everyday Latin references to a "European musical system" is an intensely personal point for Sierra and must not be overlooked. His investment is not restricted to asserting his ethnic identity, but extends to political rights as well-especially when one considers Puerto Rico as a "territorial trophy" deeded to the United States, winner of the Spanish--American War (1898), while the population of Puerto Rico remain without direct representation in the U.S. Congress. The message becomes more poignant when Sierra describes the use of salsa and montuno as a process of "music humanization," a way of bringing the "hegemonic" and "ostentatious" European "pathos of the divine, of Beethoven" 40 to the unpretentious, reflection--inducing settings of because no matter what I do, I want always to bring it home" (emphasis added). 41 The sixth movement of Sch., "Bolero para Florestan," features diegetic music, this time a bolero playing in the background while Sierra asks the bartender to serve Florestan "a few shots of rum." The opposition of foreground and background adds depth and mood to the scene. Contextual implications conveying distance from the sound source (implied by softness of volume) and location (late at night, bar in San Juan) connect with the character of the music-a "sad romantic Latin ballad." In trying to illustrate his score's bolero, Sierra reaches for the computer keyboard, opens his browser to Spotify, and peruses several samples (La Lupe, Tu Dolor Barato; Trio Los Panchos, Sin Ti), until he finds the one that most closely resembles the general feel, instrumentation, and meter he had in mind.
historical sources, and applying them to a new work of exceptional detail, motion, and three--dimensional depth, precisely in the types of setups achieved by filmic constructions.
It is also important to mention instances in which Sierra is keenly aware of eliciting a sensation other than an image. For example, in the third movement of Sch., "Extraña flor," Sierra wanted to "translate into sonority the sensations that can be caused by a flower" of undetermined yet exotic provenance, rather than the flower itself. 43 Sierra adds:
To me, the flower is the idea of the perfume of a flower, so those are the harmonies that are very soothing, very strange, and that's why I called [this movement] 'Extraña flor.' Again, this is an exotic flower. If it's a piece about Schumann and I'm talking about Schumann I don't want to think of the flowers in the Thuringian forest. I may want to think of the flowers in the rainforest in Puerto Rico, something that comes from my own sort of world, or from the Amazonas even. As something that I have not heard, seen, or experienced. So I cannot you tell you 'that's a bromeliad flower'; I don't know. 44 Sierra enhances the filmic narrative with additional sound effects: horn calls in the third movement, fade--ins and fade--outs in the third, fifth, and eighth movements, marches in the seventh and tenth movements, and use of suspended time in the fifth movement.
Given the dramaturgical build--up of movements four through six, the latter, "Coral Raro," may be viewed as the climax of the action, introducing the third Schumannesque character, Master Raro, whose goal is to restore order to the chaotic turn of this Caribbean vacation (Example 3). Sierra emphasizes the S--C--H motto with a crisscross (vertical and horizontal) note pattern, accentuating Master Raro's commanding voice with staccatissimo markings. Further delaying the work's resolution, the eighth movement, "Pieza Fantástica," acts as an extension of the previous tongue--in--cheek narrative. The work shifts to a musical deceleration in the dreamlike state of "Ensueño," ending with a reprise of the Romantic foggy arpeggiations of the opening movement, which gives way to the marching away of the characters at mm. 49 and a stately dénouement at mm. 100-124 (Table 1 lists Sch.'s movements and references).
The score of Sch. can be viewed and listened to as an audiovisual work. Through sophisticated intermedia operations that enclose musical and extramusical elements, Sierra affixes his ideas to a tangible medium. The music enunciates several theme--actants-Florestan, Eusebius, Master Raro, butterfly, strange flower-schematized in a musical cycle that begins and ends with Dalí's Romantic synecdoche, the fog. Incidental effects (horn calls, sighs, marching) provide dramatic tension and continuity between Puerto Rican scenes such as a beach, a bar in San Juan, and a tropical forest. Sch.'s narration resolves with a formal farewell, in a process akin to creating a moving image. The audiovisual circuit is closed, framing a new object that is open to further interpretations. (Table 2 , Suggested visual rendition for Sch.).
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Conclusion
Material culture acts as "cognitive anchors" that "augment and extend its powers in remarkable ways," providing the "foundation for future works." 46 Steven Mithen argues that "[i]n recent times, the imaginative genius expressed in the plays of William Shakespeare, the novels of Jane Austen, the science of Charles Lyell and the paintings of Salvador Dalí emerged from this cumulative and on--going dialectic between brain and culture." 47 In claiming Surrealist aesthetics to be superior to that of the Romantics because of a distinct mode of imagination, Dali might have been overconfident. He partook in the material culture that preceded him, including the Romantic tradition. Indeed, the Romantics placed great emphasis on the value of human imagination. They believed the construction of an egalitarian society depended on the power of the subjective, imaginative life of each individual, fostered through political liberty, communion with nature, and spiritual--artistic expression.
48 Perhaps the underlying difference between Surrealists and Romantics was one of artistic criteria rather than mental function.
Imagination-the human ability to interact with the world around us, conceiving connections with a historical past and potential futures, aided by technological advancements borrowing from a vast repertoire of literature, visual arts, and cinema-places composers like Roberto Sierra in an advantageous position for developing new works of increasing artistic expression. That this 45 Illustrations by Elyse Whittaker--Paek. 46 Steven Mithen, "The Evolution of Imagination," 51. 47 Ibid. awareness is not necessary for creativity is clear. However, this does not diminish the need for more diverse analytical tools in the fields of musicology and film studies. The insights provided by audiovisual examinations also add significant information to performance practice and music pedagogy by insisting on the mutually influential effects of music and visual cultures. Ultimately, life has moved on and history and technology have moved on, giving us the ability to objectify and replicate our material culture with remarkable accuracy and depth and providing continuance to the human creative flow.
Resources
Roberto Sierra. URL: <http://www.robertosierra.com> Horn calls of Waldszenen (tenuto → trumpet--like sound of "Jäger auf der Lauer" or "Jaglied"). R hand, Piano II, Montuno figure mm. 9, butterfly L hand, Piano II, S--C--H, bass line * Image renditions by Elyse Whittaker--Paek.
